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TRIDIMENSIONAL   APPROACH  TO  TSACHTNft   FOi?   TKDIi: ITT? Y 

1. Nature of technical work in industry 

In spite of the  bewildering variety of industries existínc 
.   Uli   the   tfrhn   mt>e   r.«   ,.,i-. •; ,vu   ..,         ,     ... J   «•*•»•.'!> ci.nc. 

- _ --xv.^ A11y   v-.n iu-Ly  ur   maus un 
today, ali   the  techniques on which  they are built UP are com- 
posed by combinations of individuai operations perJWd on 

InTSÌl9  energy'   and datd*  rere*••*  an "individual "oration" 
consulates a step  m -processing". When processing ut^K 
one always  resorts   to energy,   and acts on   tho baOs 0r --a 
^1t:;Sted„a"d..inîerpreted beJ?ore.  ^ring,  .nei af'ter pressing, 

o materia] 
sing, 

rising   the  whole 

in turn, energy can'be processed'o/äy~vh<Va'; ;o-i atcd 
sites which participate actively or passively m prore 
accolli1''] T e io---i     ,-.,.-   _..   ^. _   .... j-    - ^ì again on the basis of data char ic tor- 

ace u- 
pro- 
t ) ue 

tniny;  finally,  dati  is processed by operating on  energy or ma- 
^ridiS'-     f duta bGing ProCessed  corresponding biunivocaily   to 
.he physical characteristics of  the energy or £hc materials  operated 
upon.  So,  materials,   energy and data appear in all processing! SÌ 
distinction between »processing»  (man-provoked change,),  and  r,-  " 
turai phenomena,   is   the deliberate role   that «data»   is ¿-¡vn  in 
the first.  Man measures, estimates, or calculates,  pooi'v or 
rately, correctly or wrongly,   the variables infervori na  the 
cessing he wants to  undertake,  and acts  accordingly.  THIS is 
of  the cave-man who  needs a stick for se,f~aerense and cats a 
branch from a tree after pondering  its lencjht ana v/eioht,  as  is 
for the optician who grinds a    precision lens. 

c.w Bfin9
1
a51^  t0 Perform 0"e single step  in processing,  or 

-Siuì. StePS °f bdsically the san,e ki^ constitutes a 

.o^-0
A1Îhïu9h au  tÌmesthe findl objectives in processing can be 

achieved through the application of a single skill,  this is 
not usually the case.  Combining  individual operations of different 
nature    thus requiring different skills),  constitutes a   'technique». 
For instance,  a screw can be,   if so desired,produced utilising 
one    single skill,  turning,  but in making a gear one should resort 
to a number of other individual operation,  such as milling, heat 
treating, etc.;  and the whole is referred to as a "technique».  One 
says  that "technical  knowledge»  is required to ensure that the 
appropriate operations,  tolerances,  sequences, materials, etc. 
are performed,  adhered to, followed,  or util  sed when combining 
individual operations  in processing. Technical knowledge  there- 
tore requires an awareness of the tools,  of  the operations to be 
performed, etc.  although it is not akin to a skill. 
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This gives a clue to the nature of the vor}, of  the  tech aie.".. 
he deals with what pertains  to putting together single  ovarà xi... i : 
related between   Lhem  by  the  fact   that fk.e>   cor . * ih.; • -   lo  woc^::. 
of materials,   d'energy,  or oí: d¿td ,   ai  •..he  <:<:-:   ni g.a t  o-:-.   So,   i--.- 
instance,  if processing  is sot   to produce ge<îr--:>ox?'-: ,   the  tech; 
will  set and oversee  the various .TU; chi ni :..g  .s Lops /. 
entails control  of materials utili sea,  t:o'..c:-ancrs, 
processing will produce paper from pulp,   ih 
the  successive  operations  called  for,  src/i 
and water,   sueet forming,   drying,   cviieneorvng,   de.   ....id   their 
matching,   us  well as  looking after  the perfori;.once  of lícuiome-. 
control  of   the  process,   etc.;   if  process• >;J  e;n.-rf;> .   tVw*   tecan:. 
will  deal with  the  transformations  occurring,   the i v.   charactc :..•:. 

a^ejuiuy; 
t<'Crinic:i an  deal; 

,:,:>:.;.ijq-in   .."•rj.-.i 

stability,   etc.   and v/i th   the equipment. IJS'.'Ò.   In 
dealing vitn tne concomitant or' successi .'^ op«-.-."-.'-. \. M./.;-. , 
his looking after the characteristics of ¡.rie p/ Jü;>: L :; 
transformations, arid using the inf or.'.iat .cu obtained -o 
individual  operations;   by  the  same   token,   he  vil'.1. '...-xVs 

Ot    Of     L':..¡ 

adjust   v. 
.-.!'•:. er  i' 

VI te G  oí 
e lernen», s 

performance  of  the equipment and  its fune'"Zoning,  v. he  ; 
production,   the efficiency, etc.   all  thi¿ constituting 
the feedback  cycles fundamental   in all presse inc. 

All that preceeds indicates   that the work of the   !:eehtrci-e . 
as defined here  ("v/hat pertains   to con Dì nation of individual 
operations  in processing of Materials, euogy  or da *.c-' *:   can h,: 
extremely varied  :   the number of combinations  oí  individua.! cv 
successive operations (feedback  included)   that may occur ih pro- 
cessing   is enormous. 

But he  does not need  to be   skilled in all  "he opeivitjO""   re- 
mighi deal with;  his work calls  for "knowledge'"  o:.  the  mc'hdova.. 
operations,   their possibilities  and  li/;ii tut ;ons, ond   those of   i Y:: 
materials;   the  standards applicable,  eu:-   Squally important ir 
the  aptitude   to combine  operations   to achieve   the remix «a  ^oa; i: ¡. 
in  tVie  simplest Wc*.y,   to control  and moc'ify  thorn J or    ¡uc-re ci' hi.: ".ev 
for fuller and better utilisation of the equipment,   to ensure  the 
performance  of  the latter through  acj ).->t.v.ent  and eventually repair 
work,  etc.  All of this can 
and aptitude1*. 

:c nominate ecnnicai   hrtc\Yle~vJü 

We have   this far characterised  the  two first "orc-vs" of 
activities as  to the aptitudes needed in the individual» 

- The "first order"  corresponds to skills,  the ability to 
perform,  assisted or not,  one single" step in processing,  or 
several related steps of basically  the  same kind. 

The "second order"  corresponds to ^technical competence, 
aptitude to deal with all  that pertains  to cTmb^TiTñTliíj 
operations into a veil defined stage in processi»;«/ 

i,-1 ; ... 
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Up  to this point, we have dealt with individual (single) 
operations,  and with their combination for production, more  in 
general for processing. The somewhat detailed precisions  included 
above on technical activities,  perhaps the most confusing,  clear, 
the way to define  the rest,   in which elements other ù;ôn technical 
start to play an increasing part : 

- The "third order"  of activities corresponds to trie aptitude 
to set a work a predefined process so that  the cons titilli* rig 
operations meet the double constraint of  technical correct- 
ness and feasibility,  plus optimal scheduling. This  includes 
choice of materials and operations for optimal performance 
and economy,  critical path analysis,  scheduling of operations 
and maintenance cycles,  inventory control, manning and the 
like. While  the "second order"   of activities are   those of 
an executant,  the "third order»1  belongs to an organiser of 
production^plant level   :  these activities  thus require din^ 
cernment ol^t "technico-organisational" matters *. 

- The "fourth order"  generalizes  the preceeding concepts and 
moves into areas broader than operation or production within 
predefined processing and objectives.  It consists in choos- 
ing among different processing possibilities, raw materials, 
volume of production,   type products to be made,   specifications, 
etc., attempting at optimal overall operations.  Awareness of 
the skills is less and less necessary. All of this broadly 
corresponds to the usual concept of "engineerincj". The engineer 
would then be characterized primarily for his  judgement on tecH 
nico-economiç*matters• 

These four "orders" of activities embrace production operations 
in somewhat static conditions as to technological development. They 
would normally ensure sound operations within the prevailing conditions 
and knowledge. They do not guard against change, obsolescence, com- 
petition. Then : 

- A "fifth order" comes into play when innovations are intro- 
duced with regards either to materials, products, equipment 
or processing. All this requires "technico-innovatory" 
capabilities, and embrace design, conception of new products 
and equipment, use of non-conventional materials (for instance 
«localMmaterials),  improvement of existing equipment, devising 
new processes; more in general they consist in shifting jhS. 
boundaries of the known technology ("known" to the  individual 
and to the  technical or industrial community in which he works; 
If we resort to the usual wording, we would be referring to 
a higher type of "engineering" work, frequently supported 
by F&D activities. 

—* Denominations  such as  "high level  technician",   "operational 
engineer",   "ingenieur-technician",   "industrial engineer",   etc. 

correspond roughlv to certain modalities of work of the nature 
described under the third and fourth "orders" of activities. 

.A 
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i   ß,       
We  Sha11 not deal vitn  other functions not  directly 

w    ^nC;n2  the technic'^ aspects of  production  or of * industry, 
*cL «> 7e a  bearinci on  overall  operations   (includina   financia] 
ìhltilL  Saief'.^:,;   and P^cul^lv on   their   development  along 
the time.      3ut  it   üS  unavoidable   m  think  of a   "high.-r order" of' 
activities,   that  concerning   "svs^i".     So   far,   ve  have d^alt with 
bouL^rrS   7 Droducinri ï°°^>   server,,,   or  in^^Ucn,   within   th~ 
boundaries  of one  or  swral   related   processes.      How^v-r     Slavs'      ' 
re,  nies  remùr*  ^   and  more   to pi',n,   to roncal,   r0'r¿aÏÏH 
projects   sbracine  a  number  of  major  production   or nro^sinq 
definì ri•   ^terrela^d  ?°   ^   to ronuiro coherent  and  concomitant 
definition,   design,   setting  up,   and operation. 

n^,<-Zh"n' proces3"s   'Trç combined very much like  individual 
operations were in   the preceedina discussion. 
here in  the  broadest possible mean i 

Processes" is used 

as  vili   be  seen below.     Three  type syst 
ng,   and   inclu.de services,   etc. 

PTs   can   be   identified: 

ThlsìftT S:r„ìh!   te?nÌC?]   °r «""^^c considerations prevail nis  is   the  ca,p or   a  meteorological   data colleer i no  n-twork    of 
a defense  svstem,   etc     Cost  considerations  ar.   done  by roíwison 

st^ìflvaS;erubstdtutive solution-Mihep tu w.ih^ir. 

or'reoional  cLln^r-C^eCOn°miC nat^G'   s"<*   ^ * nationwide ?««ïî?     ?       communications  system,   a  complex  data  crossing 
installation,   a river  basin   develonment  proies   i^i.'.d n     Irav 
generation,   irrigation,   flood control,   e c. ,   a J, ,  f^ 
plant and   its utilities,  storaae,   trarvr-tVri^   M-C       S 
systems  are  the most  closely related  to"ndu^! ^ 

conception  enter  the picture,   amonq 'h^noïluH or       n ì•?** 
utilisation  of  industrial  wastes,   étc   alo °   -,     ' ' 
traditional   ones such  as transportation,  utilities,  etc? 

Because of  the urirmo  nature 0f  o,,r>h   — i-o-r     *-i, 
point  in   sneaking of vo7wrF^r~-Tp?Ldon n^7- Î' *  13 n° 
the realm of   the skilled work^s  and  '.chn  cian^     "^   ^  ÌS' 
case of macrodesign,   and this   i,   tïe ma?n     •     ^ ^^^he"  * 
common  technical activities.      However     -o-ne   a'r^? !• le 

second type of system listed  above aie  ^bTr^V"^1"   th<? 

general   treatment,   and  som. oP  th. tools of  ó^ ü¡0re °V les<? 

as  PERT,   operations" research,   etc.     anplv      ^^'des^n,   such 
aptitudes  needed to deal with '      PW        't^ rfe»   th* 

i-:,,^...,       ru«        ^re ro be  found  in a   team, 
fhe problem of management      ~  

 — -~ VK...JÍ «Ufi 

rather than in an individual. 

• A 
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related to technological or scientific achievement arguire a new 
dimension:  the traditional pattern of work, i.e. in-line 
organisational units where th« head^. ar« a^.sist^d by bis 
subordinates, becomes more and more inadequate. " 

The capacity to tackle matters vith an interdisciplinary 
outlook, not only within technology, but; also embracing* th« ' 
natural and social sciences seem indispensable on th* "ronceotion" 
side, along v-tth the ability and infant to olan Pnr th* future 
Naturally, everv "system" is eventually fragmented into 
components that are handled as described when talking about the 
five "orders" of activities. 

'-*.i..J&£.jSà ¡tiiJiTi'tiiA**- -'•"*• A2 
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2.  Grouping of operations 

The individual  operations  that are  at th« basis of  ail 
processing can be grouped using as criteria the      nature of    • 
the modifications performed on materials,   energy,  anñ data. 

Each <rrour> would corrmrise  similar operations,   "similar" 
in  the  sense that thev àv^  based on  th? same kind of  physical 
principle,     f^ese ve will   call   "type  operations".     For instance, 
turninc,  billing,   Piling,   frindira,   etc.   are all  based on 
removina raterial s  bv  ^non-'ira  ^hoar  sol ici tati ors on   the  pieces 
being worVod on.     These ar<-» orouped  as a  type operation that could 
be called "removal of  mai-eri^l". 

One possible classification of type  operations  is  given 
in the  attachment-  and  consists  in ?5  of them.     They constitute 
a continuum,   goin^ r^om the  easiest  to conceive  (changing  the 
position of materials),   to   the most  subtle,   the operations 
vith  information. 

The fragmentation and classification as  given  is certainly 
amenable to further scrutiny and  elaboration.     On purpose,   some 
of  the  type operations  are very broad  (for   instance mass   transfer, 
or processing of   internal   energy,   or  transportation),   and  could 
be advantageously broVen  down.     However,   this   is not  necessary 
for the purpose of this  paper,   and besides,   in   some  cases,   the 
names  have a clear meaning  as to what operations  they embrace. 
For instance,   "mass transfer" can be  subdivided   in a good number 
of  the  so-called unit  operations   in  chemical engineering.     The 
same basic phenomena govern  all  of them,   however,  and  therefore 
it  is  legitimate  to use a  common denomination. 

Historically,   certain type operations were associated with 
certain materials.    For instance,  operations 7,   8,   9,   10 used 
to be especially applicable to metals  and  particularly steel, 
bronze,   cast  iron, etc.;   and since these materials were utilised 
mainly to maVe mechanical  apparatus,   those  operations  (plus 
some others)  are usually regarded as  constituting the field of 
mechanical engineering. 

In fact,   the operations 7  to  10 apply nowadays  to a large 
variety of materials and for many different purposes,  and  so it 
is no longer rational   to think of them as  belonging exclusively 
to the classical mechanical engineering.   The same is   true of the 
operations vith energy.     Electrical  energy was  of particular 
relevance tc  practical   applications,   and  this gave birth  to 
electrical- engineering while other forms of energy were given 
scant attention both  in teaching and  in professional  life. 

But nowadavs,   drawing of usable ene^• from chemical sources 
and from nuclear reactions;     the combustion pile;     the direct 
conversion of radiation  into electron  flow,   etc.   entice to assume 
a more rational  approach.      Not only that,   but obtention j»f 
mechanical energy fron,  say, combustion, vas loosely tacked to 
mechanical engineering mainly because,  on   the one hand,   the 
devices  (engines,  boilers,   etc.) were made of steel,   cast  iron, 

• A. 
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etc.   that  is  typical  mechanical engineering materials;     wo on th?> 
other hand,,  because the energy thus cleriv°d vas maini v used  to   . 
drive machine  tools  and. mechanical, equipment.     Then  the advenr 
of  Chemical  engineering  approach   to processine?  introduced vaporizing 
devices  of  all  kinds,   furnace?,   fino q-as  heate^e,   re-boilers,' 
CO-boilers,   ^as ^rgines,   etc.,   in  every rosy>?r:t   similar to   the 
traditional   sterri boilers and combustion  engines  but   cons4:i tuting 
integral   parts  of  processing' units.     3o,   novuadí'vs,   one   thinks of 
boilers,   combustion engines,   condensers,  etc.   less and  less  as 
mechani cal  equipment  and more  and  more  as  devices   For  processing    • 
of  energy.     The veil  Y nom divorce between   the.  "produci ion"  and 
the   "the^mo"  Men goes  h.-:nd in  hand vit h  the proceeding remarks. 

All  this entices  to speak  about   "energy transformations" 
thus  setting   the basis   for  a unified approach of  energy processing. 
More in  general,   the precéeding considerations would   indicate'a need 
to  reorganise  and even  re-name  the divisions of   technoloqv  as  thev 
stand new.     More loaical groupines of  type operations  both   in teaching 
and  in professional   practice would lighten curricula  and allow  for a 
more rational  approach  to technical problems and  to  the use of 
materials  and  equipment. 

For our present purposes,   it suffices  to draw attention on 
the continuum of individual operations,   and  try  to see what patterns 
emerge from  it that can be of use for a rational   appro-ich  to teachinn. 
This flatter will be examined mor^  in detail  pfter we  discuss  in  the 
next chapter a most  important aspect  in the performance of 
operations.     At any rate,   the few general remarks  that hove been 
included  in  the diagram are  indicative of certain patterns. 
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3.  Degree of technical, sophistication in performing operations 

It is worth noting that sever*; grades of "technical 
sophistication" in performing the individual operations are 
possible: 

- manual  (including artisanal work), 
- assisted (powered  tools or equipment application of energy), 
- automatized  (programmed  steps  ir. machines,   etc.) 
- controlled automatically (incorporating a  feed-back 

control cycle). 

The attached scheme includes the range of technical 
sophistication usually encountered in the performance of the 
operations listed along .the abscisse. 

It is interesting to note that: 

- There is a gradual shifting away from manual operations 
as one progresses along the tyoe operations involving materials, 
energy and data.  In fact, from roughly one third of the scale 
on, is impossible to conceive manual operations (although setting 
the conditions -physical variables, timing, etc.-, for the 
transformations to take place can be done manually. 

- Automatization«seldom encountered (ir relative terms), 
in the simpler operations.  In fact, the economic-, oF automatization 
of operations where odd shanes, discrete (as opnosed to continuous) 
displacements, trajectories other than those easy to generate 
by links, pivots and cams, etc.weiahs heavily against simple 
operations such as assembly, transportation, fastening, etc. 
unless numerous repetition reduces the unit costs.  "Automatic" 
is used throughout as self-acting, predetermined as to actions 
and their sequence, and occurring bv virtue of equipment and 
set conditions not requiring continuous manipulation or re-setting. 

- The need for physical skills diminishes when going from 
the fir3t to the last type operations, while the requirement as 
to intellectual capability and rational comprehension of the 
phenomena involved increases. 

One. can speak of "skilled worker" with pertinence only 
when the degree of automatization is not substantial; if it is, 
is more appropriate to refer to "operative".  In the latter' 
cases, the worker does not manipulate the thing to be transform«*!, 
but sets and oversees the equipment that effects the transformations 

A "skill" is really the ability of conducting hand or 
powered tools or devices, so as to perform the desired operation. 
If the movements and action of the tools or devices is programmed 
and occurs automat icily then one can not speak of "skills'" although 
one can refer to "specialisations". • 

Efe 

./. 

mmtmm 
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- At the technician level,   one individual usually deals or 
can deal with 2,3 perhaps 4 of  the type operations.     Since  there 
is  a gradual change among neighboring group?.,  usually the work' 
of a technician embraces a -more1 or less well  defined area  of the 
scheme.     More  in general,   one  can associate certain  fields of 
engineering   (as understood   today)   to certain  areas of  the   diagram. 
For  instance,   Civil  engineerina resorts   for  the most  to  operations 
within  the  first 6;     Mechanical   engineering  from 3  to  10;     Chemical 
engineer ina 13  to 15,   etc. 

- Another remark worth nakinn  is  that   leaving  aside  the  pure 
skills,   the other four  "orders" of activities  brine]  in  elements 
of combination of operations,   scheduling,   optimization,   innovation, 
that   is,   the elements   time   and  change.     The  hi-dimensional 
representation flattens  the  picture,  while   the  third  dimension 
brings  in the dynamic side of   industry,   the way technical 
knowledge  (the flat picture.)   is put  to work.     This  should also be 
paramount  in designing  training curricula;     especially for  "orders" 
of activity  two  to four,   those more closely related to  the 
conditions in which work* takes place in  industry. 

- It  is clear that  the choice as  to modes of operation   is    based 
more and more on technical considerations  as one moves  to  the right; 
manual      action,  more in general  "labor",   becomes less  a defining 
element when dealing with  "matter"  (transfer phenomena)  and even 
less when it comes  to energy and data. 

So, when selecting processes,  designing, and constructing -    ' 
equipment,   the solutions for  the operations  referred to are | 
dictated by technical considerations    conditioned,  naturally, by 
the omnipresent  economic factors.     But  it  can be said  that ' 
technically speaking  the design and operation of a chemical plant 
(involving mass  transfers,   energy transfers,   chemical  reactions), 
vili  be done  in essentially  the same way regardless of  the stage 

-of development of the country.     Rut operations  such as  packaging, > 
or transportation,  or use of  the final products, which may 
involve operations  included  in the first half of the list,  could 
differ enormously depending on the local  conditions. 

In fact, when "manual"  execution of operations is feasible, 
the diversity,  relative value,  and implications of the possible 
»olutions   (and combinations  of partial steps)  are far more 
difficult to extricate,  and depend a lot more on the local 
conditions.     The technical  and economic considerations  are no 
longer straight-forward;     investment,  employment, product design, 
management,  even social aspects become essential. 

These considerations are  indeed important when comes  to teaching 
for the "orders of activity"  described above,  under 1.     The case        *> 
of trainina for design will  be dealt within more detail   later on, 
under 4. 
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- At the end of the scale ore could speak of a "mental" mode 
of performance of operations on data {or  information, more in 
general).  This would complete the spectrum, v^'th automatized 
operations at the Centre.  Needless to sav, manual operations requir* 
accompanying mental processes, that "contro]" the operations, as 
discussed under 1. above. 

By the sam« token, mental processing is accompanied by some 
physical activity such as speaking, writing or any other means 
of recording or conveying information. 

- An interesting remark st«mminn from what' prec^oñ?, is that 
the graphic could ho h^-*i- tr--. • irrpsenipil a- a ^vi ; videi- . a<= it is 
done at th« botto i of the 

So, the riO'-e of cot 
join ina \'ho   "manual" and "mental" 

enos. 
is t'hf 
own mean 

at ion diametrically oposed to those two, 
'Olvin^ on his farthest   removed   from   the v/^y itigli  would   a 

-   Finally,   the  scheme  could   be completed   so  as   to  include  an 
indication on  what   "orders  of  activity"  pv-odomirato   for- each   type 
operation represented   in   the  ¿\bsisac.     However,   this  would  call  fcr 
a   three-dimensional   diaaram,   ». ith  iv^vidral   operations  occupying 
closed  are^s  perpendicular  to  the abscissa-      The.  succès.ivo areas 
wow Id  define a  sort of warped cylinder,   indeed difficult  to present 
on  a  plane. 
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4,   Te^ehing 

Following all   that preceeds,   a  logical   approach to  teach !»><'* 
wld  include  three di?riensions : 

1.   type operations 
?.   degree of  technical   sophistication appropriate to various 

production or o'ier:)tionaj   r-et-i.'v: 

3.   "Order''  of   vivU'/  («I'M]'',,    " •-•••i\r iTue~;    teohn. l^o-org^ni^ation9' 
technioo-ceonowio,   and   teehn;oc- ^WQ-rat; ivo   finctior^ ; 

The    first    h-'*ods    '.O    the    i '^ i >'rr< •. M "i i t V   of    t erahnet (Wv: thn    i-.ano^d , 
to  the  extent   ;u)   to  \}/m;,v;   ¡s   noss'i hi e  and/o-*    in ••-• !- ; r i able ,    ..ind^o^ 
necessary   to   resort   io  .-'"ru: a ,v:>--t   ¡o   :^--'m-¡i   i-;•,.-.--   r< -lent i Oi'!r •• ,    as   ;: 
^unction  oP  to^hni e-al   ~Tiì3   local   coir1"; tiens   ( i arlna inn voiii^r- of 
fl'w^'CUOn,   rap-i1'-'!    -•--; •; "I ab i 1 i 1 y ,    .-•'.-:.  ! ;       l hf-    t~ h-; w .    ;o   {!,".   local 
ni r.'n.^iit 5   t h "J t   oendition   11'!°   ' r t ^^ai í 1   a r^ang econ t" s   for  a   nivfn, 
m or""1 or   le? s '.voll   d:-,r> ¡ntd  typfj of   or ^-ViaM • •; r»-,, 

The   approach   that   r^nv.i ; 1 s   -""Ir^-t   • 'V •^-"wyMe:v,e  coa tor^nl ates 
almost   exclusive"!^   the   rirst   d • irersi or        The   -n iri ivivni.   re 1-. t ivp   to 
the cr>«^ati on s  dealt, is  usuallv rr^ntion-d  o»-  ^ecor'ib^d  alongside wiVr. 
tiip  operations,   but without ro^'orri aq   svsteroöt iea"1ï y  to  the   total 
ranne of  DOSS i hi li ti o •;.     What   is   w^-y^ ^eVoir*   -\ ¡>   ouo-i-  the  '•'"•oneirio 
(and  other aspects}   of   the node s  of  performance,   of °aoh  type operation 
is  discussed. 

And   the  divers i tv o° ruó ì",;    ,'-   neri orri'anc^   is   föv'' ^raa^^r  fn^ 
the operations v>i tPi"   cse  first  half  of o"r r'!t;sc;?L'!"ci'"ií 'i,   that 
is,   those corresponding roughly   to rochan i cal   operations.      Tne 
picture   is  further  complicated  in   this  area  by   the diversity of 
materials  available nowadays,   dï)â   the counties   goods   that   a  jnodem 
econorry   can produce. 

Needless   to  say, tee   fea: uros   incorporated  in  every ¡mechanical 
design   imoly  the modes  of  operarion   to he  r  sorted   to  in   the- 
production stage.     And  reciprocal "> y ,   ti-o actual   possibilities  a=  to 
podes  of  operation,   and   their ec' ^n-m 'cs,   "¡ i I

TH
 t ar ions ,   shortoosinià, 

etc.,   influence  design.     This  cor--'t.-t-utes  a clear difference with 
design   for operations  at   the  ,jgpor  end o*-   the   seale:     a deternent 
plant  can not   teehnieallv d^-'Per  exoopv   in  dota i 1e-   or s   ze, regardless 
of  the status of development oc   the country v'nere  .it  is  to  be built; 
a high voltage  alternator and  mer^   jr.   -renerai   a   power referaring 
plant,   can be said  to  follow  international  standards as   to design, 
construction,   operation,   and  control. 

But  a cooking range,   or a vashing machine,  voadon boxe?, 
furniture,   bvcicles,   or valves, can  be designed  and/or manufactured 
in widely différent ways. 

./. 

mmamtÊmmmmamÊÊtà 
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Uaht ILA° 
h*ppen?   th'3t mechanical  producrion.   tortici: tari y of 

light goods,   occupies  a key pTace  in  industria]   development! 

rii-f^nd^t:;y deVelor,-;   FolloMàng  a „DTP  or  less ^u   established 
?níi^r   'i       t-Starl"S  With aldina  construction   („rd  rPia.-ed      " 
,ndustrr);     t^n_t~xrilo ind^rry" (,nd  ,•¡,-,nnv ^ othL 
iPrml^-;«,T       -    ,      • "         I-IIC',1     !;'M;-,t.r/    (i'lChK'imi   iU^Nrc: 

m-.-    \     ;' '        j  r'lerL,,0,:;'",:W'¡T:--i   industry   (^mili;^,     eï~~trW< 

a  succession 
or is  or   over- 

,,   .     ^hls  enwraMor.  '••'ionic! not  bP   ¡nlerr-rr-n^  a<, 
of-   v.;o^t.--.<  step'.,   ir   d.r-tìlonnciru.     T'^ro  ;v^'v,'i 
iaopmcrs   and   im-r-rd^nerd-nc".     Wo rpP«r   ro* f;ri  „ t _   ... ,.,.... 

• '      ""  '   •*     r ' 3   art ' ' ici'ljy  implanted  enter;- ¡ ses 
srna 11   Pari i ] v  t y ne   s ho as. or  m very 

Build,no  construction follows  practices,   ,,«toS „trials     *+r 
very  tights t^d   to  local  circumstances   but    h-'vr    i he 
finnl  products  or   ir  imperiale   i-,   }•,>.; t0-,     -P-^  <-?Lî'   <'• •        ï, 
problem.     7*e  te^ie   and elated   índ^stri con^  ^  ^7on

h* 
opo.rat.on  of oorunnant;     ve  exclue  the  v^v "^iör^   c-• 0« 
design  ,^ oonstruoimr  a.  u,xt,Ul?  ecui-^v.     ív.-.^? ^ ^^ 
to   textiles  is  bet :er : te;   ; (iroua.-;   ID -servi ':e   t7'ain j re 

Licrht mechar i cal   production  dw  ^0-„ivP fv,„,Vv.   ,„,   +. • 
is   the aro* where   the  economics  of  nrodao^on      ^     ,•       If'5 

maternais     the spécifications,   etc. ' nlay a   ,L i n   "-^  °fIn  farf 
it   is  evident   that   bu i Id i nns  c^nno-  "-•-   -" ; •    '   '   -   • tarr, 
but   the   flow oí.'  ronchan vca.ì   devi< 

•s 

or 
t'd  (a3i-ho.KTh desiar can) 

a ri s i; a ne ncusehcld   items, parts  of  buildinn   suo'N   *s  lnc]^    ,.,,'ra.w   r•, 
ventilatine,  apparatus,   cr^'or   Pin   Sn  ^eri   ^'   ^ tarv, 
vare,   etc.)   is  contrat ;vs] y c«sv and  no';   uadalv  exoân'.ve ' 

Therefore,   th-se  ^e tho  tyn- nroducts   for vhicb   it   is 
important   to develop   design and  production  cai^bii líi«,   to   "tart 
with,   m  the developing  countries. * t 

The second area,   that develóos  a<;  a coven^o*    ^   «-u  .     * 
light  electrical  ard  el ootrcwhan ira] " in£°\ rl! '   1S   that  oF 

differs   from the   fir,t  on-,   ^nïrh.'t   it '  Vf>Jrh r,0eS  not 

and devices  for procv-.^inVof^í ?•!--, ^-"C°rporatPS   uniques 

./. 
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i«  «•*,• A  
te?chlng should contribute to croate design arabili Mes 

in  the developing countries,   r; ¡oh  -¡P  obv-nus,   ,-v,^    curHou   , 
?vo ÎSÎ^ ^ed  onlv  on   imnartinq  technoioaical  know edne       îhe 

ÍTa  22;   •îli?7enqi°nS  °f  n"ChinrT  di3f-,,"*^d "^  ">•"   «tlnd 

nP ^/hUS>,   thfV'tl,dloq   -qho,l3rì   ^lude  a  systematic discusión 

T!  atr^"   nrÎ°r•re  t0 Whi<;h   e'ÌCh   tVP-" opération   -     arable. 
The  aim  î-,o«ld be  not   only   io <nv*  con^t.  on   the mai t.,*     ^f 
also  guanntative  data,   viteria   For  anaiv-.is,   PV»r  n^nAai 
method,   tortor,  it.      ParHrmarly virlîin   the   t^on^   «order«- 
of  acivu.ps   Lhe   technics   and   the enam^r  should  b-  able  to 

i!'0: o''  ^id?  ^^   ,n•"1-    ^   hi'-:»lv  auto,:,,.! ,     rP, 
between   the use of  flPmTil   n,lrD:Kn    anrl  nnrrow]v  special•.'^ ' 

corplox iev,w.     Shr,,l-i •,],<, h.  a,„;.  to ¡vuin^r  th. „,I of to     ' 
or   le,s   ao.,roPr,atf.  Hten.ls  aqainst   K„>,f„:turipn   nroœdurr'..; 

equipment,   between  lo\ /   Ci nacít 

equipment needed,   standardization  of  parto     rw 
skills  available. -c1 ion  oP  stocks, 

(ri*-   A,•0• Clear distincí:ion  hetzen   functions   m   industrv 
Uhird  dimension   in our analysis),   would   n-rmit  nutt'irq  PirmWns on 
design  at   the appropriate  levels,   and   introducimi  th- 'l     V ,1       " 
economic  and  organisational   aspects   in   ,   r.Vstnm,t,> w,v.     ïn  other 
vords,   prunning  the  prosent   curricula   =, f   Paoh   ^v,j   fTW   th- 
technical  or  informativo  subie^.;  which   are  of   i i 111 n or> ro 

relevance  to  the  "order"  of  act.ivitv  at   v^i-h  th.-  SîIK' íPC "n ¡,n 

vould  permit   treating   systematically  the aspects  ,iust  mentioned. 

To  the  same  end would  contribute  a  roarranci^nt oP   the 
subject  matter of  purely technical  content  vhich' could i^ll   be  dor- 
as  hinted  m  the grouping of   individual  operations discussed abov«. 

# which ofttti 9o no Further than stating "in medio ttat virtus« 

J 
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